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IThis invention relates to systems for energizing elec 
trical precipitators and more particularly, to an improved 
apparatus for maintaining the average discharge current 
between the electrodes of an electrical precipitator at 
optimum values for maximum particle collection eili 

p ciency. 

VFor most eliicient operation in an electrical precipi 
tator, the discharge current between the electrodes should 
bel maintained as high as possible inasmuch as it is this 
discharge current that eiïectively changes particles to be 
collected, and thus causes them to be attracted to the 
electrodes of the precipitator. `>The upper limit of the 
discharge current is established by that Value of the 
inter-electrode voltage at which arc-over between the elec 
trodes occurs. It is found that just prior to arc-over, a 
certain amount of sparking between theelectrodes takes 
place. This sparking is not serious except insofar as it 
is indicative of possible arc-overs occurring. Actual arc 
ing between the electrodes is serious in that it puts large 
loads on the rectiñer and other generating' components 
and particularly because it drops the voltage> between the 
electrodes to a value where particle collection is very 
poor. . 

lIt is highly desirable accordingly, to operate a pre 
cipitator in such a manner that the average discharge 
current is |at an optimum value for maximum particle col 
lection eñ’iciency and yet, below the point at which arc 
over will occur. Various attempts in this direction have 
been made. For example, it has been found that the 
discharge current is close to optimum value when a cer 
tain sparking rate is achieved. Suitable voltage regulat 
ing apparatus responsive to a predetermined sparking rate 
for any one precipitator may then be employed for ad-v 
justing the high voltage across the precipitator electrodes 
>to ‘a value which will maintain the discharge current at 
the particular value for attaining the given sparking rate. 
A weakness of this system is that other factors enter into 
determining the optimum value of discharge current so 
thatithe relation between sparking rate and current is 
not always constant. Accordingly arc-overs can occur 
when very little sparking ispresent. On the other hand, 
these' other fators can result in a high rate of sparking 

` even` though the discharge ycurrent could be safely in 
creased without fear of arc-over. Probably, as many as 
twenty variable factors aftectthe optimum value of the 
discharge current and as a result the design ofsuitable 
regulating apparatus; that regulates by reference to only 
one ofthe factors involved is well nigh impossible. 

 The present invention has as its primary object to pro 
vide a novel control means for optimizing the discharge 
currentbetween the electrodes of Y aprecipitator auto~ 
maticallyoan‘d maintaining` it at „optimum values >even 
thoughgthe/various factors aifecting the current may> not 
allebe.- known' and may be continuously changing in rela 
tive valueor importance. i. ' 

More> particularly, Vit is'an object .of the invention toA 
' provide a novel' apparatus for attaining' maximum parti-A 

cleïfrollection eñiciencygiin‘ .asprecipitator whlcg .is `110,11 
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dependent for operation on only one of several inde-'J 
pendent variables all affecting such elliciency.` 

Brieñy, these and further objects and advantages ofi 
the invention are attained by generating a signal that is a 
function of the average value of the voltage acrossV the 
electrodes of the precipitator and passing this signal to 
control apparatus for actuating a voltage regulating 
mechanism in accordance with the rate of change of this 
signal. 

substantially no possibility of arc-over occurring. 
A better understanding of the principles underlying the 

apparatus of the invention may be had by referring to 
the accompanying drawings, in which: 

Fig. 1 is a block diagram of an electrical precipitatorf "~ 
embodying the method and apparatus of the present in-rß 
vention; and . . ‘ 

Fig. 2 is a graph of the average discharge current be 
tween the precipitator electrodes of Fig. 1 plotted as a 
function of the average value of the voltage across the ß 
electrodes. 

Referring to Fig. 1, there is shown a precipitator com 
prising a pair of opposing electrodes 10 and 11. These 
electrodes are arranged to collect particles from a gas 
stream passing therebetween, and one of the electrodes, 10 
for example, may be in the form of a cylindrical‘member»y 
providing an extended surface on which particles collect, 
with the other electrode 11 comprising a thin conducting 
member coaxially disposed within the cylinder and of a ' 
surface conñguration to facilitate production of corona 
discharge at the electrode. Usually, the outer plate or. 
collecting electrode 10 is grounded, as shown. 
These electrodes are energized from a high voltag Y 

source by a pair of high voltage leads 12 and 13 from` 
oppositely disposed shoes 14 and 15 respectivelyrof a 
mechanical rectiiier MR. The other two shoes of the 
rectiiier are connected across the secondary 16 of a high ï 
voltage transformer 17` having its primary 18 in turn con` 
nected to the output of ’an auto transformer 19, whereby 
the voltage across the secondary of the transformer andi» 
applied to the rectifier MR may be varied. The auto>` 
transformer 19 is energized from a conventional A.C. ' 
power source 20 as indicated. It will be understood of> 
course that an electronic or other rectifier may be used 
in place of the mechanical rectifier MR if desired. The 
elements described thus far are entirely conventional. 

Voltage from the source 20 is regulated by the auto-'1' 
transformer 19 and stepped up to several thousand-lvolts 
by the power transformer 17. This high voltage is then 
rectified bythe rectifier MR and applied across the elec 
trodes 1t) and 11 ofthe precipitator, the negative high 
voltage terminal being connected to the center electrode Y 
11 and the outer electrode 10 being connected to the 
grounded shoe of the rectifier. 

a discharge current from the electrode 10 towards the 
electrode 11. The actual electron flow is from the centerA 
electrode 11 to the outer electrode 10. This discharge 
current serves to charge particles in a stream of gas passed Y' 
between the electrodes and causing the particles to drift 
towards the relatively positive outer electrode 10. Control ` 
of this discharge current is effected by regulating the 
high voltage across the electrodes by means of the auto A 
transformer 19. 
As described earlier, a certain amount of sparking be 

tween the electrodes is normal and is not serious. It is ’ 
`found usually to exist'when the value of the discharge» 
current approaches lthe `desired> optimum’ value for maxi 
mum particle collection efliciency. Below this optimum 
value, the discharge current is caused largely if not en- ~ 

p 'tirelyjby corona discharge at‘electrodell, while Aabove - 

The result of this operation is to maintain an".ï 
optimum average discharge current between the electrodes 
resulting in maximum particle collection eñìciency with .. 

The unidirectional elecf‘ 
tric ñeld established between the electrodes gives rise to t 
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t-h'e optimum value sparking and eventually arc-over cause 
lthe major portion of the current ñow. The optimum 
value of this dis-charge current often changes continu 
ously inasmuch as it depends upon many independent 
variables such as atmospheric conditions, type of gas 
passing between the electrodes, the natu-re of the par~ 
ticles’ being collected, etc. For a given installation, it can 
vary from hour to hour. 

It has -been discovered that the average discharge cur 
rent ilowing between the electrodes is a function of the 
average value, »as distinguished from the peak value, of 
the high voltage across the electrodes. Fig. 2 shows a 
plot, in a qualitative way only, of this function, as` found 
in practice in most precipitators ordinates representing 
average voltage across the precipitator electrodes 10 and 
11 and the abscissae representing average discharge curn 
rent between the electrodes. Plotting this graph may be 
accomplished by means ofk a suitable voltrneter, prefer 
ably of the electrostatic type so that substantially no 
current is drawn, connected across the electrodes such 
as Ishown at 21 in Fig. l. The average current reading 
between the electrodes is then obtained from a meter cir 
cuit 2.2Y and _milliameter 23 of the type described and 
claimed-,in applicant’s -co-pending application Ser. No. 
422,440, ñled April l2, 1954 and entitled, “Analyzer Cir 
cuit `for Electrical Precipitators,” now abandoned. Prior 
to development of a circuitas disclosed in the above 
noted application, it was not .possible to obtain sufli 
ciently accurate readings of the average discharge cur 
rent to plot a curve such as shown in Fig. 2. 

Referring :specifically to Fig. `2, it will be noted that 
the current-voltage characteristic curve 24 rises as the  
voltage is increased to a certain point and beyond that 
falls, doubling back on itself as the current increases. 
Thus, at certain voltages, and especially within the range 
of normal operation, there are two possible current val 
ues. For example, at a voltage value indica-ted by the 
horizontal line 25 two discharge current values I1 and I2 
are possible »as noted at the points P-1 and P-2. On the 
other hand, at the voltage value indicated by the line 
26, thereis but one optimum current value I3 as indi 
cated at the point P-3. The reason for the voltage drop 
after` passing the point P-3, with increasing discharge 
current, is that sparking normally increases at a suíii 
cient rate to prevent a further build up of the voltage. ; 
Still further increase in the discharge current eventually 
results in arc-overs creating conditions represented by 
the dashed line 27. t 
nCurve 24 is merely'typical of many curves actually 

plotted and shows in a Ágeneral way the characteristic 
shape of the current voltage curve. It -generally resem 
bles a 'second-degree or quadratic curve which, within thev 
range` of normal operating voltages, has two current val 
ues for a given applied voltage. Hence the average dis 
charge current may be »termed a Ádouble-value function of 
thel average applied voltage. 'Ih-is char-acteristic is re 
tained even though the exact shape of the curve may 
change from one precipitator to another 6r from time to 
timefor the same precipitator. Because there are so 
many variables -actually entering into determination of 
the uiin-al curve, it may shift with reference to the X and 
Y axes, but still retain its essential shape. Thus while 
absolu-te values may change, the shape of the curve giv 
ing `double values for the average current as a function 
of average voltage is retained. 

It will be seen from the above, that the optimum cur 
rent values for maximum particle collection eíiiciency lie 
close to the ideal point P-3, or within the shaded area 29, 
arc-over invariably occurring if the current is increased 
too much beyond this point. The area of optimum op 
eration as represented by the shaded area may not re 
main in' one position but may vary with several inde~ Y 
pendent factors, all in tu-rn variable in themselves, in 
cluding the sparking rate. The shaded area 29 of ̀ opti 
mum Aoperation is, however, centered «about the turning 
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4 
point or peak P-3 in the characteristic curve 24-that 
is, the point a-t which there is but one discharge current 
value yfor a given voltage. 
The apparatus of the present invention is primarily 

concerned with a system for maintaining the discharge 
current wit-hin a range of values as `defined by the shaded 
area 29. It will be immediately apparent that at the de 
sired optimum point P~3 of operation, the rate of change 
of the voltage with respect to the current is zero. In ac 
cordance with the invention, ‘a control apparatus is em 
ployed for actuating the autotransforrner of Fig. l in ac 
cordance with this rate of change. 
Mechanism lfor accomplishing this regulation is illus 

trated within the dashed box 30 of Fig. 1. As shown, 
`the apparatus includes high voltage lead 31 with an iso 
lating current limiting resistance R connected to the cen 
ter electrode li of the precipitator and terminating in a 
series resistance 32 grounded at its free end. A signal is 
generated across this resistance which is proportional to 
the average voltage «between the precipitator electrodes. 
This signal is passed through a D.C. amplifier circuit 33, 
of any suitable design. The output of the D.C. ampli 
ñer 33 »is serially connected through polarized relay coil 
34 and storage `condenser 35 -to ground at 36. The re 
lay and condenser are shunted by a resistance element 37. 
Fl‘ihe operation of this control portion of the circuit Will 
be described shortly. Y 
A reversible motor 38 is adapted to be connected to 

the power source 20 through ya lead 39 and switch arm 
4t) which is operated by relay coil 34 to engage selec 
tively terminal leads 411 and 42 of motor 38. Switch 
40 is normally biased to a neutral center position as 
shown in the drawing. Current passing through’the 
polarized relay coil 34 in one direction causes the switch 
-arm 4l) to contact the terminal lead 41 and energize Ino 
tor 33 `to operate the same in one direction. On the 
other hand, current passing through the polarized relay 
coil 34~in the opposite direction causes the switch arm 
49 to contact >the other terminal lead 42 and energize 
the motor 38 to operate in the other or reverse direction. 
The center terminal of the motor is grounded as shown, 
and the outside terminals 43 and 44 «are connected to op 
posite ends of the motor field windings. Operation of the 
motor in the'iirst direction moves the tap of the auto 
transformer to the right, as viewed in Fig. l to increase 
the voltage fed to the primary 18 of transformer 17 
and thus increase the average voltage across the elec 
trodes of `the precipitator. Operation of the motor in 
the -reverse direction decreases this voltage. 

~ The direction of current flowing through the polarized 
relay coil 34 is controlled by the signal developed across 
the resistance 32 and the time-constant characteristics 
of the storage condenser 35 and return path resistance 
element 37. 

4Referring once again to Fig. 2, assume that the pre 
cipitator is being started up. As the voltage increases 
acrossÍ the electrodes 10 and 11, a signal proportional 
to the changing value ofY this> voltage develops across 
the resistance 32 and is amplified in the D.C. amplilier 
33. As this signal is increasing with time, the current 
through the relay runs from right to left and the storage 
condenser 35 commences charging. (hlrrent through the 
relay in the direction indicated by the solid line arrow 
energizes the relay coil to throw the switch arm 40 to 
the right thus connecting power to the terminal lead 41 
of the motor. The motor will move the auto-tranformer 
tap to the right thereby continuing to increase the voltage. 
As the increasinggvoltage passes P-1, and approaches 

point P-3, its rate of change with respect to the discharge 
current approaches zero.’ The ̀ value of the current ñow 
from the D.C. amplifier 33 through the polarized relay 
also approaches zero in view ofthe charging up of the 
storage condenser 3S. Condenser 35 acts as an integrat 
ing circuit since it continuously accumulates charge as 
the voltage acrossresistance 32 increases.~ A back volt 



assures.. 
age ís thus presented by the condenser tendingto buck 
the current flow Vthrough the polarized relay until it re 
duces this current to zero. At this point, the condenser 
has a voltage charge proportional to the voltage drop 
across the resistance 32. With no current ñowing through 
the polarized relay, switch arm 40 returns to its neutral 
position thereby turning oli motor 38. The autotrans 
former tap is thus set automatically to provide an average 
high voltage across the precipitator electrodes correspond 
ing to the point P-3. 

If the average Value of the high voltage across the 
precipitator electrodes begins to decrease due to any one 
of several variable factors such as an increased sparking 
rate tending toward the point P-2, the charge on the 
condenser 35 will be greater than the signal developed 
at the output of the D.C. amplifier in view of the de 
creased voltage drop across resistance 32. Current thus 
passes through the polarized relay from left to right, as 
indicated by the dotted arrow and through resistance ele 
ment 37 to ground. The relay 34 then connects the 
power source by means of switch arm 40 to the motor 
terminal lead 43 and terminal 44 to start the motor in 
the reverse direction to lower the voltage applied lby the 
autotransforrner. This initial decrease in voltage im 
mediately diminishes the discharge current ñowing be 
tween the electrodes, resulting in an increasing of the 
actual voltage between the electrodes. As will be seen 
from inspection of Fig. 2, the decreasing discharge cur-y 
rent takes place along the curve from the point P-Z 
towards the point P-S. This actual increase in voltage 
is reflected across the resistance 32 and sets up a bucking 
voltage against the accumulated voltage on the condenserl 
35. The reverse current llow through the polarized re 
lay as indicated by the dotted arrow is thereby stopped 
and the switch arm 40 will return to its neutral position 
turning olf the motor 38. . 

It will be understood accordingly, that the condenser 
35, resistance 37, polarized relay 34 and switch arm 40 
act as a control circuit which applies a signal to the 
motor 3S proportional to the rate of change of the aver 
age voltage across the precipitator plates with respect to 
the average current between the plates. As can be seen 
from Fig. 2, this rate of change is zero at the point P-3 
and therefore, the setting of the autotransformer will 
not be changed once the point is reached. 

It will also be appreciated that a change in the voltage 
is necessary to operate the polarized relay. In other 
words, the control circuit tends to cut itself off. In order 
then, to avoid the possibility of the mechanism back 
tracking along the initial portion of the curve 24 of Fig. 
2, or settling at some intermediate point below the point 
P-3, should no change in the voltage be present, a time 

' delay circuit 45 is connected to the neutral switch posi 
tion of the arm 40 through lead 46, and to the terminal 

v 43 of the motor 38 through leads 47 and 48. This time 
delay circuit periodically applies power to terminal 43 
to move the autotransformer tap to the right and thus 
increase the voltage,'a predetermined length of time 
after the switch arm 40 has returned to the neutral posi 
tion. This period of time may be preset in accordance 
with the type of installation, and may be any suitable 
length of time, preferably several minutes. 

With this time delay arrangement, return of the switch 
arm 40 to the neutral position indicating a zero rate 
of change of the voltage is followed by power being 
applied to the motor after a predetermined interval of 
time. The resulting increase in voltage is reñected by 
a current through the polarized relay to move the switch 
arm 4i? to the motor terminal 43 thereby cutting out 
the time delay circuit. But power will still be applied 
to the motor through switch arm 40 to continue increas 
ing the voltage until the point P3 is reached at which 
time the arm 40 will again return to neutral position. 
It is to be noted that immediately after application of a 
signal through the time delay 45, the time delay circuit 
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6 
is cut out by movement of the switch arm 40 away from. 
the neutral position. Thus, the control circuit tends to 
always operate inside the shaded area 29 under the curve 
of Fig. 2. . ' ~ . 

In some instances, power interruptions may occur in 
thelow voltage portion of the‘system or in the power 
source 20. In order to prevent such an interruption 
from adversely upsetting the balance of the control cir 
cuit, an» under-current relay 49 is positioned to throw a 
switch 50 to apply power through leads 51 and 48 to the 
terminal 43 of the motor to increase the voltage. When 
the trouble at the source is cured, the undercurrent relay 
will open switch 50 removing power from the motor and 
permitting the control circuit to take over. 
The above described method and apparatus for con 

trolling electrical precipitator thus insures than an 
optimum discharge current will always result, and the 
possibility of prolonged arc-overs is substantially elimi 
nated. So long as »the form of the characteristic curve 
remains the same, the absolute values, which depend 
upon several variables, are not important. The control 
circuit is only concerned with maintaining the voltage at 
a point where its rate of change with respect «to the dis 
charge current is zero. ' 

It is to be understood that different types of control 
circuits may be employed. The particular apparatus 
illustrated in Fig. 1 is merely illustrative, and other types 
responsive to the rate of change of the voltage for con 
trolling the discharge current may occur to those skilled 
in the art. ‘ Thus the scope and spirit of the present in 
vention is not to be thought of as limited to the particular 
apparatus disclosed. 

I claim: 
l. In an electrical precipitator, an apparatus for reg 

ulating the value of the discharge current between high 
voltage and grounded electrodes of said precipitator for 
maximum particle collection etñciency comprising, in 
combination: signal generating means including a resist 
ance connected between the high voltage electrode of 
said precipitator and ground and a direct current ampli 
tier connected across said resistance for amplifying signals 
appearing across said resistance, said generating means 
producing a signal that is a function of the average vol-t 
age across the electrodes of said precipitator; regulating 
means in the low voltage portio-n of said precipitator for 
increasing or decreasing said average voltage; and control 
means responsive only to the rate of change of said signal 
for actuating said regulating means, said control means 
comprising a polarized relay coil and a storage condenser 
serially connected across the output of said direct current 
amplifier; a resistance element shunting said serially con 
nected relay> coil and condenser; and switch means oper 
able in response to current ñow in said relay coil for 
energizing said regulating means. 

2. An apparatus according to claim l, in which said 
regulating means comprises a reversible motor and an 
autotransformer, said motor being adapted to increase 
the output voltage of said autotransformer when operat 
ing in one direction, and decrease the output of said 
autotransformer when operating in a reverse direction; 
said switch means energizing said motor in one direction 
when the current flow through said polarized relay is in 
one direction, and reversing said motor- when the current 
liow through said relay is in a reverse direction. 

3. An apparatus according to claim 2, including time 
delay means for applying energy to said motor for in 
creasing the voltage output of said autotransformer a 
predetermined time after the ̀ current ñow through said 
polarized relay coil ceases, and means forrendering said 
time delay inoperative when current is ñowing through 
said polarized relay. 

4. An apparatus according to claim 2, including an 
undercurrent relay in the low voltage portion of said 
precipitator operatively coupled to said motor for in 
creasing the voltage of said autotransformer when the 
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current to said autotransformer dròps below a predeter 
mined value. ` 
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